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Secondary school students'
availability and activation of
diagrammatic strategies for
learning fron1 texts
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Students' a\l'3ilabllity and activation of dfagrammatic strategies

I I3

Textbooks, for inst31lcl., arc often supplemented with highly specific illustrations
whkh support the understanding of a given problem but do not necessarily
teach students how to generate diagrams to reconstruct or represent novel
information, Moreover, diagrams used in media inside and outside of school
often serve merely illustrative purposes. In m:my German classrooms, systematic
instruction on graphical representational techniques hardly OC<:UIS at aJl, and,
if it docs, it is usually in restricted wntcxts (e.g., Cancsiilll graphs representing linear functions in mathematics classes). TypicaUy, when solving a. problem
at school, students either arc instructed ro draw a pre-specified type of diagram or are given a diagr.un along with the problem. Thus, there is hardly any
curriculum . based opportunity to learn how to translate J. novd problc:m into a
represelltatiun mat captures the deep structure of the task at hand (Hardy ct aJ.,
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In spite or the brge body of literature indicating that graphs and diagrams can support and facilitate problem solving, there is considerably less
research on how people actually \lse diagrams, Novick, Hurk"}', and Francis
(1999) studied college studenrs' ability ro select the appropriate type of diagram !Tom a set of ;lltemarives ant.! demonstrated at least some schematic
knowledge about the conditions of applicability for particular Sp;ltial structures. However. other studies suggest thar this knowledge is not used spontaneously. Schoolchildren's limirations in using graphical representations as
thinking cools become apparent when they are presented wirh arithmetic
word problems. Although graphical representations help considerably to highlight releva.nt aspects of the described ~ituation, college students show very
limited competencies in depicting appropriately me relevant information of
word problems (Lewis, 1989). Moreover, Stem and Sraub (2000) showed
that even elementary school math teachers of relatively high-achieving classrooms failed completely in using appropriate spatial representations for word
problems.
In and our of school, students encounter a broad variety of different diagrammatic represenrations such as graphs, circles, tables, matrices, tree diagrams,
path diagrams, and so on. But to what extent do the learning conditions rypically encountered by secondary school students enable them to create and
usc diagrammatic representations when faced \vith ;l new and complex prob·
lem which requires a diagrammatic reprcsentation~ Tversky, Kugelmass, and
Winter (1991) showed that even wimout system:ltic instruction, preschool children begin to usc linear orderings for representing non-spatial information.
This shows that even young children benefit from instructions on using space
for non-spatial purposes. However, since using space to represent content is
hardly cV("r practiced outside of limited Context in math and science classrooms.
students have few Oppoftwlities for strengthening this competence. Thus we
expect seriolls deficits in diagrammatic competency TO occur. These potential
deficit!! could be attributed to at !cast two major C;luses: hck of availability or
bck of activation.
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--------------------------------------Students' avallability and aetlvatlon of diagrammatic strategIes
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Experiment I: spontaneous and evoked diagram use
b:pcrimclH I consisted of two phascs, a re.lding phase ;lod a test phase. In the
re;1Jing phasc, the studcnts were prescnted with six short texts. Students were
.lsked ro t:lke down notcs about the contenrs of the texts ollld were told that
these notes would help them in the subsequent [cst phasc. The instructions
wcrc givcn in Gcrman (;15 uur participants wac German). We were GU"etW to
choose a wording that did not suggest the exclusivc usc of text or the exdusivc
lise of diagrams. In the test rha,~c, sOldenrs were allowed to usc their notes,
hut not the original texts, to :lnswer :I numbcr of questions about the texts.
E~l(h rt:xt desaiberl the rchtions between J set of irems. These rclations can
be represeIHl'd with keywords or, alternatively, .with a diagTanl (i.e., hierarchical
tree diagram, word dustl'rs, map, or one-dimensional array).
The participants were r::mdomised into rwo groups: the control group was
asked only to take notes about the texts, without any guidelines about the nature
uf these notes. The trmtmmt grollp, hOWl-over, received :J. bric:f explanation of
two useful strategies before dle rcst: using keywords .lIld llsing diagrams t()r
summarising tens,
We hypothcsiscd rhOlt students at both Jge levels would usc the diJgrammatic
suategy only rarely in the control group but more frequently in the treatment
group, whcre the availabiJiry of the strategy was increased due ro the instruction.
Method
Participants
A total of 131 secondary school students participated in the experiment. The
sampk consisted of 60 seventh-graders (28 girls; one gcnder unknown) with
;\ mColn a.ge of 12.7 years (SD
0.6) and 71 ninth-graders (34 girls) with
a mean age of 14_9 years (SD 0.6). All students were recruited !Tom the
higlH:sr rrack (Crymllflsium) of the German secondary school system, whieh
is anended by one-third of childn:n in th<lt J.ge group. Deficiencies in diagrammJtic wmpctcncics found in this group of students can be Jssumed to
be even larger in samples trom the two lower cduca.tion.u tracks in Germany.
Participants \Vere compensated with 15 DM (approximately U5S7.00).
Studcllts were recrwrcd in rheir clolSSrooms, but the study did nor rake plOlce
dllting class and particjp.llion by rhe sttlllcnts was optional.
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Procedure
Groups of six ro ten students were rested eirher ill large semln-.lr rooms in
our in.~titute or in j separate room in their school building. Only students
of the .~Jme age group and the SJme instructional (onditions were tested

.\
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together. After a shOrt introduction and an explanation of the procedure by the
experimenter. participants were LOld that they would have to memorise information presented in written texts. They were further informed that they would be
.lsked questions about the texts and would be allowed to consult their written
notes when answering the questions. Next they received instnJctions according
ro the instructional cond.ition to which thl? were assigned.
After this, booklets containing the texts and booklets for making the notes
were distributed. Students worked through the task booklet :It their own pace.
When .1 student completed the task, the two booklets were collected so thac
none of the students would have extra time w1th the text. After a break, the
booklets containing the notes were redistributed. Participants also received a
booklet containing the questions on the texts. Students were allowed to take as
much time as they wished to answer the questions. The entire procedure rook
:tpproximately one hour.

Material
The stimulus material consisted of a booklet with six short written texts (see
texts 1--6 listed in the Appendix), one on each page. Each text described relationships between seven or eight items. The six texts varied in their content and
in the relational structure of the items described. The texts were constructed to
allow for the representation of structural relationships between the items in the
texts by using -a spatial laYOllt or by noting the keywords in a non-spatial way.
For instance, the relationships in text 3 could be represented in a hierarchical
tree di.lgram. This text described the structure of fictitious beings:
On the faraway planet of Un:, living beings are called pings. There are two
kinds of pings: spotted pings and striped pings. There are also two kinds of
spotted pings: laughing pings and crying pings. Among the striped pings,
there are the noisy ones and the quiet ones. Tip is a crying ping.
Each of the texts described non-spatLll relationships that could optimally be
represented in one type of diagram. The only exceptions were text 6, which
described spatial rclations, that is, the positions of seven buildings relative to
each other, and text 2, which was entirely episodic, thus offering scant opportunity tor spatial representation. These two texts served as manipulation checks,
as text 6 was expected to evoke a high number of diagrams and text 2 a very
low number of diagrams, asslJming that the students adapted their strategy use
to \vhat they read. The remaining four texts required the use of space for representing n~n-spatial intorm.ltion. Two texts required the inregrarion of more
th.lIl one dimension: text 1 was about similarities and differences in the breeding
behaVIour of dit1hent types of frogs, suggesting a cluster n:pre~ntation. Ai>
indicated above, rext 3 described a fictitious species which suggested a tree
diagram as the most appropriate represemation. Text 4, which was about
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preferences for diffcrent items of food, and text 5, which focused on temporal
relations, both required one-dimensional arrays.
Students were provided with a second booklet for raking notcs, with one page
designated for each text. A third booklet conrained questions about the six texts
(sec Appendix). Three questions were asked for each text. Two questions, the
memory questions, referred to relationships explicitly statcd in the text. The
third question, the inference question, reterred to a relationship that could only
be inferred from the infonnation given in the text, but was not exptidtly srated
there. The order of aU texts was randomised fot each student.
Experimental manipulation

Each student was randomly assigned to one of two instructional conditions-. Participants in tlle frec-choice condition were infonned about the genecal task and
procedure. They were encouraged to take notes in an efficient manner, but no
suggestions were given as to what an efficient manner might be. This condition
allowcd us to observe ilie degree to which these smdents spontaneously lIsed
a diagrammatic strategy ro summarise the texts. Participants in the keywordor-diagram condition received the same information, but were also told about
two differenc methods of note taking: the keywotd strategy and the diagram
strategy. In the keyword strategy the goal was to summarise the text into a list
of keywords. In the diagram strategy the goal was to summarise the relations
described in the text with a diagram. Two examples of diagrammatic representations were presented, although these examples were different from the diagrams
most appropriate for summarising the texts presented in ilie experiment.
At the end of the instructions, the participants were asked to choose either
the keyword strategy or the diagram strategy to summarise the texts presented subsequently. The difference between the two conditions shows the
degree to which smclents are impeded by a lack of availability of diagrammatic
strategies.
Coding

Two independent raters determined whether a correct spatial represenration, a
correct keyword representation, or neither of the two had been used by each
participant for each of the si.~ problems. If a representation had a spatial suucture that matched the structure of the content of the text, and if most of the
items (i.e., all or all but one) were placed correctly imo the structure, the notes
were coded as diagram usc. We chose this strict coding rule which excludes
incorrect use of diagrams, because in some conditions of Experiments 1 and
2 the swdents were asked to use diagrams. Students not being able to use
diagrams for summarising a text sometimes responded [0 this instruction by
dr:lwing random representations, which resemble actual diagrams but do not
spatially organise the content ofa text in a useful way. The current coding system
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Students'

is useful, because it excludes such random behaviour as being coded as diagram
use. Written keywords or a written copy of the text was coded as keyword use.
The verr rare diverging ratings were unified in a discussion.

a"

Table 6. I Frequency of COrn
reported in pereer
Fre~hoice

Results

condition

Figure 6.1 reveals an iUllstration of the trequeney of correct diagnmmatic representations for the silt texts. As expected, students generated very few diagrams
tor the episodic text 2 and many more diagrams for the description of a spatial arrangement in text 6. So the manipulation check yidded positive results.
A comparison between the ditIerem tasks shows tllat tree diagrams (text 3),
simple linear arrays (texts 4 and 5), and maps (text 6) arc used by about 60 per
cent of students under the keyword-or· diagram LOnditjon. In contrast, duster
representations (text 1) were rarely used.
frequency of diagram use was determined tor each person by computing
the percentage of texts that were summarised by means of a correct diagram.
A score of 0 would mean that a student generated no diagram at aiL A score of
100 would indicate that each of the six tens was summarised in a diagram. The
means and standard deviations for the two grade-levels and the two experimental conditions are displayed in Table 6.1. An ANOVA with these two factors
revealed a significant main effect for grade-level, F( 1,127) = 9.4, P = .003,
'1 2 = .069, as well as for condition, F( 1,127) = 35.3, P< .001, TIl = .127. There
was no interaction effect, p= .687,11 2 = .001.
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Figure 6./ Percentage of students who correctly used a diagram to represent one of the six
texts presented in Experiment J.
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Table 6./ Frequency of correct diagram use by each person in Experiment I
reported in percentage of problems.
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The more frequent diagram use in the keyword-or-diagram condition
suggests that there is a potential for the use of spatial diagrams as represenrational rools but that this knowkdge is nor used spontaneously unless it is
activated by appropri.l.te instructions.
The inrerpretation of Ollr results is based on the assumption that using diagram~ is as etTective as, or even more effective than, alternative strategies tor
summarising the presented texts. In order to Ust these hypothesised positive
dlt:cts of diagrammatic strategy use, we compmed for each student the mean
solution rate for the two memory questions and the mean solution rate tor che
inference question.
For rhe entire sample, the partial correlations between the diagrammatic score
on the one lund and the memory scores and inference score on the other hand
were computed while controlling for grade-level. The number of diagrams used
and the solution rare for the memory tasks correlated with r= .25, p= .004. The
number of diagrams used and the solution rate tor the inference task correlated
with r = .57, P < .00 I. The rather high correlation between the diagrammatic
score and the inference score is compatible with the claim that visual-spatial
representations are more helpful than keywords for drawing inferences.
One could object, however, that the correlations are caused by general cognitive competencies. More competent students may be better at answering
interence questions and they may be more inclined to produce diagrams, even
if the diagrams are not Llsed as reasoning tools. This objection, however, can be
toned down if r.he instruction, which led to an increased use of diagrams, can be
shown to also have a positive <:tTccr on the solution rates of rhe memory tasks
and reasoning task presented at the cnd of the experiment. Means and standard
deviations of these scores are depicted in Table 6.2. As expected, the experimentaJ groups ditfer highly significantly, both in their solution rate for the memory
rasks, F( 1, 129) = 14.3, P< .001, 7]1 = .100, and in their solution rate tor the
inference task, F( 1,129) = 12.7, p= .001,11 2 = .090.
These results show that diagrams are more helpful than notes tor answering memory and inference questions about the texts used in this study. We
did not record the individual students' time on task, so we cannot say whether
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Tobie 6.2 Mean solution rateS in percentage for the memory questions and the inference
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treatment groups in Experiment I.
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the mechanism by which diagram lise facilitated learning was that diagram use
led to longer learning times or, alternatively, that it changed the nature of
students' reasoning about a text. However, overall, students not using diagrams
to summarise our texts did not choose the: most etTcctive strategy.
Discussion
The participants of Experiment 1 rarely used diagrams spontaoeously. However,
the intervention, which pointed out the usefulness of keywords ,Uld diagrams,
significantly increased the u~ of diagrams and improved students' memorising
and inferences. These results indicate that secondary school students do not
have diagrammatic representational strategies available. When the strategies arc
made available to them by means of a short instructional intervention, students
are also able to use them. The intervention had explained the use of keywords
as well as of diagrams for summarising texts. Thus, students did not necessarily
have to use diagrams since the diagrammatic strategy was only one of the two
options presented. The fact that students did use this option also shows that
the diagrammatic strategy can be activated and carried out correctly by students
once they have acquired it.
However, we do not know from Experiment 1 whether students who did not
use diagrams spontaneously lacked the ability to construct diagrams or whether
they did not activate diagrammatic strategies because they lacked the necessary understanding of the potential of diagrammatic representations that would
enable them to abandon the familiar keyword strategy. From research on strategy change (Siegler, 2007) we know that substituting a familiar strategy for
a new one is a prolonged process, even if the new strategy is fur more efficient than the old onc. Using the keyword strategy was less efficient than using
the di.lgram strategy, but since the keyword strategy still enabled students to
answer the questions, they may have chosen it based on familiarity. In school,
students typically Jrc Ilot provided with explicit .lrguments and evidence for
the benefits of using diJgrams. Therefore, a reluctance to activate the new diagrammatic strategy may persist, even when the students do know the strategy.
To find out the extent to which there is a lack of aerivation of the diagram
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str:ltegy, we: investigated sp:ltia.l str:ltegy use in ;l secnnd. experiment under the
condition lh:lt no alternative str.ltegy was allowed. \Vc also used some new texts
in Experiment 2 in order to investigate students' competencies and difficulties
with depicting m'o dimensions.

Experiment 2: the activation of diagrammatic strategies
In order to find our whether students' pcrfonnance in using diagrammatic
representations could be boosted further by instruction on how to usc this
representational strateID" participants were: tested under two conditions: the
ke~",vnrd-or-djagr:lmcondition or the diagram-only condition. In the keywordor-diagram condition (the same as in Experiment 1), students were free to
choose the: representational fonn they preferred. In the diagram-only conditioll,
students h:lli to use diagrams to represent the problem. Four of the problems from Experiment I were used. In. addition, four new, complex [exrs were
presented which described t\Vo-J.imen.~ionalrrlations. Apprupriate sp-atial represent.ations for these new texts were pilth diagrams and matrices. We hypothesised
lhat partkipants would usc diagrams more frequently in the diagram-only can·
dition t1lan in the keyword-and-diagram conilinon. This would indicate that
our participants have the diagrammatic strategy available (i.e., they know it) but
only activate it when explicitly asked to do so.

Method

Participants
A cotal of 81 volunteers were tested. The 43 seventh-graders (22 girls) and
38 ninth-gT3.ders (19 girls) were recmited from the same crack of the German
educationa.l system as in Experiment 1. All seventh-graders were 13 years old.
The ninth-graders had a mean age ofl5.2 rears (SD = 0.6). The sruJcnts were
compensated with 15 OM (approximately USSlS).

Materials
Participants in Experiment 2 wen: presented with eight texts which included
four of those used in Experiment 1 (texts 3-6 in the Appendix). The four new
problems in Experiment 2 (texts 7-10 in the Appendix) required the usc of
~-ommon diagrams allowing the representation of more than one dimension,
sllch as path diagrams or matrices. Two of the new prob.lcms were: based on
the Cu'tesian product, that is, they rcquJrt::d each clement of one set to be
.:ombined with each element of anotlH:r .set. One of these problems (text 10,
Jdaprcd from Novick & Hmdo, 1994) dealt with possible combinations of
.~wcatcrs and trousers, while the orhcr Qne, text 8, WJ.S about the roads connecting thn:e [Owns on an island. In rwo problems only some ofrhe clements of
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two sets had to be cmUlccred: text 9 (adaptcd from Schwartz, 1993) W;lS about
fictitious animals in the jungle that cat, or are eaten by, other animals, while text
7 described a group of children with various hobbies, some common and some
different.
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80

Procedure and design
Students in Experiment 2 received basically the same instructions as in Experiment 1. At the heginning of the experiment, the keyword stn'ltcgy and the
diagram strategy of note taking were explained to all students; A majO!; ques~
tion to be addre~~cd in tJle second study ""·-as whether one can boost students'
diagramma~c performance further_ Therefore, all studenrs participating in this
study solved the task under two conditions: for tour of the problems they were
free to choose either the keyword or the diagram method; for the remaining
tour problems they were spccificaHy instmcted to use the diagram method. The
order of the two conditions was counterbalanced, and across the two conditions,
the problems were also counterbalanced.
As in Experiment 1, participants worked through the booklets individually.
After compfetion of rhe representation task and a short break, they were allowed
to consult .their notes while they .answered the questions about the problems.
Diagram use and keyword usc in tl1e participants' notes were categorised as in
Experiment 1.
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Resulu and discussion
Figure 6.2 shows the proportion of each experimental group who correctly used
diagrams for swnmarising each text. The frequency of correct diagrams varied
between texts. Students had more difficulties when more demanding - specifically two-dimensional - problem representations were required. For instance,
text 6, which required a map-like representation, and text 4, which required a
linear array, yielded more correct diagrams than text 7 or text 10, which both
required a two-dimensional representation. Overall, the students demonstrated
" good understand.ing of diagrams under the diagram-only condition.
'vVe computed, for each person, the number of texts summarised by means
of a diagram in the keywords-or-diagram condition and the diagram-only condition, respectively. These scores were expressed as percenmges of the number
of texts presented under the respective condition. For example, when a person
gener-ated diagrams for three of the four tcxts presented in the diagram-only
condition the person's.score for trus condition would be 75 per cent.
Table 6.3 shows the mean numbers of texts the seventh-graders and
ninth-graders represented in diagrams under both instructional conditions.
A repeated-measure analysis of variance with the within-subjects factor instructional cbndition- and the between-subjects factor grade-b'el revealed a significant multivariate main effect tor the instructional condition, F( 1,79) = 33.1,
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Figure 6.2 Percentage of students who correctly used a diagram to represent one of the eight
texts presenced in Experiment 2,
Table 6,3 Frequency of correct diagram use by each person in Experiment 2
reported in percentage of problems.
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f! < .00 I, p:trti.lll)2 = .282, bur no cftrcr of gndc -kvd, F( I, 79) 1. 7, P= .195,
partial '1 2 = .02l, and no interaction of the two bctc)l's, h L, 79 ) 0.4, P =.546,
partial t]1 = .005.
Studcnts produced more correct diagrams when rh~'y were instrucred to
produce .1 diagramnutic reprcsel1Lltion than \\'hen rhe,," were free to choose
bctween diagrams J.nd keywords. Thus. this experiment indicates thar (;l'el1
when students hal'c broad knowledge OLl variety of rcprL·scnt.Hional tc)nns, they
ottcn do "ot lISC it spontaneously, bur only when the\' arc instructed to do so.
As in E:l:perimcnr 1, we rested \\ihether dlJgr.lIH usc led ro better ,1Oswcr~ 0"
rhe Il\enwry t,\sks or the el.lbor.nion [asks. T.lbk 6.4 shows the mean solurjol1
r~1tes fClt rhe two cOI)Jitiolls. The e.\perimclltal mallipul.ltjon h,H1 no dlc(( on
the soilltion rates for the Illcmorr t,\sks or rhe dJbor.1tioll rasks (,lll ps> .4,
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Table 6.4 Mean solution rates in percentage for the memory questions and the
inference question in the rwo treatment groups in Experiment 2.
Keywords-<Jr-diogram
condition
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Diagram condition
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all partial 1)2 < .009). This was found in two repeated-measures A....l\l OVAs,
each of which had the within-subjects factor experimental condition and the
between-subjects factor grade-level. However, the total number of diagrams
used in the experiment correlated significantly with the memory score (r = .23,
P = .037) and with the inference score (y = .42, P < .001) after we controlled
both variables for grade-level.
General discussion

Our results indicate that using diagrams pays off. The more diagrams students
used, the better their recall of information or their inference of new information.
In addition, an experimentally induced increase in the frequency of diagram use
also led to increases in the recall and inference of information in Experiment 1.
Despite these advantages of diagrams, they were rarely used spontaneously. In
the free-choice condition in Experime nt 1, where students received no instructions about how to summarise the texts, diagrams were only generated in 22
per cent of all possible cases.
This conforms to our impression, expressed in the introduction, that school
instruction does not help students to use the potentials that diagrams have to
their fullest extent. The spontaneous use of diagrams increased higWy significantly with the grade-level. This shows that students learn something about
diagram use in middle school. However, our participants came from the highest educational track in Germany. Even in this relat.ively high-achieving group,
spontaneous diagram use was still as low as 28 per cent in Grade Nine, indicating
that .'>Chool instruction needs to be improved.
The strong effects of our short and simple interventions show that such
improvements would not be difficult to achieve. In the diagram-only condition
of Experiment 2, students were able to use diagrams correctly on an average of
78 per cent of all problems. So middle-school students are well able to transform abstract relations described in a text into a visuospatial representation.
Moreover, as demonstrated in both experiments, students do not use diagrams
in a mindless way, but adapt the diagrams they choose to the nature of the
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Bock et al., 2003; Friel, Curcio,
stand this, the more adaptivdy t
forms to their fullest extent.
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rclJtions to ht: \·l~ll.llised. We used .1 wl,d of ten difkrcnt tcxrs th,lt differcd
!Mongly in rht natun.' of r1K dcscribed rl'l:uiom. Students n:cognised rhis ,llld
tk:-.ibly C1'c.ltl.'d the .lppropri,He typcs ()f diagr1l11s.
\Vbcll di,lgralll use l1:1s positive dreLes on l11emory .llld n:asoning..md when
'itudenrs ,1rt: .Ihle to llS~' di,l~rallls .1pprnpri,Hcly, tht:n Ivhy do [hey lIsu,llI)' L1d
to do so> The results of ollr 1\1 () t:\pcrimenrs den\ol1srnrc that both srudents'
.11'ailJblllty ,mel srudents' .lCri,·ation of diagrammaric strJrcgies .1re cktlcient. [n
Experiment 1, studenes \\ ere fret: to ehoo~c bctwetn rhe two $tr.lteglCs in both
o:perimCl\t.ll conditions. However, lhagrarn usc 3.S .1 strategy for SUfllfll.uising:
texts \\,;IS cxplall1ed .1nd, thlls, nude more available only to onc group of srlldenrs. Thi.s imen'entinll, ((lO, h.ld J highly significJJH cf"kct on di,lgral1l lISl'.
The t-indings frolll F:-.perinKllt 2 show th.\{ ,\ lJ.ck of .leti\·,ltion of diagram-

IllJtic str.ltcgics is rolf[ nr the problem. I n both interventions, the di~lgr:lmmJ.tie
was t'xp1.lined .\nd, thus, nude J.l'aibbk 10 all srudents. Howevcr,
students preferred to lISC keywords instead of diagrams, when they had thc
~traregv

choice.

As a COllScqlH:ncc, school instflletioll needs to fOClls 011 the improveml'nt of
both t;\Ctors, Thc lise nr diagral1ls should not only he discussed in the context
of hlllcrion graphs in mathe'maties illslrUl'tio!l but in other subjccts and contUlt are.lS ,1S well. Students need to practisc the lise of diagrams, so that thc~'
h;\\"c this strarq,,'y .\\',lilablc fllr when it l11ight be uschd. In addition, school
instruction should highlight the specific advanr;lgcs ,\nd disadvanrages of texts,
pinures. formulae J.nd \'arious tvpes of di'lgrams. 'fhis knovilcdgc Clll hdp
~tltdenrs to choose .ldaptivdy .lll1ong altt:rJl,ltivc t:Xtcrnal knowledge rcprcscl\t.ltiol1s r()r soh'illg givcn problcl1l~, instead of just resorting to J. tailliliar default
strarcg~' (Kral11arski & Rirkof, 2002). An important topic tor furthcr rescJfch ..IrC
rhe e,act cognitivc mechanisms b~' whieh diagram use \cads to learning gJills,
because these me:cl1.lnislll.<. wcre !lot ill the t(KUS of our srudy.
In a discussion of the porentiJI of di,\grallls, Larkin ,\I1d Simon ( 1987) c,\lm: to
the conclusion thJt they 'arc (sometimcs) worth ren thous,md words', The word
'.'.omctimcs' is important, beclllse diagr'illls .IrC no panacea. Each type of exterllal knowledge represenration h.ls irs spccit-ic Jth'.lIlt,lges .llld limitations (Dc
Bock et :II., 2003; Friel, Curcio, & Bright. 2001). Thc bettc'r srudents undersr,1nd this, the: morc .1(!.lpti,'c:Iv they Clll cmplov the diftcrcllt repn:scntJ.rional
ti )flllS to thei r fLll k~t O:tCll r.
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Students'

availa~

Appendix: texts and test questions presented in the two
experiments

pings: laughing pings and crying p
noisy ones and the quiet ones. Tip

The materials were presented to the participants in German. Here, we show an
English translarion.

Most appropriQte diagram: hierarchica
Questians

Problem I

(1). Are laughing pings spotted or
striped? (3). Is Tip spotted or strip

Text
There are many different kinds of frogs, some of which ditTer greatly in their
eating and nesting h.lbits. BuUfrogs, wood frogs .wd srane frogs ha\'e quite simi1u eating and nesting habits. Green frogs and leopard frogs also arc very simil.ar
in their eating .md nesting habits. Leopard frogs and wood frogs, however, differ greatly as to their eating and nesting habits. The eating and nesting habits
of brown frogs are similar to those of red trogs, but completely different from
those of the other frogs.

Problem 4

Text
Julian likes noodles best, salad no
apples more than salad, but Frencl
best. He likes potatoes less than ]
Cornflakes and crispies less than 31

Most appropriate diagram: dusters
Questions

Most appropriate diagram: linear ordl

(1). Do bullfrogs and stone frogs have similar eating and nesting habits~ (2).

Questions

Do brown frogs and red frogs have similar eating and nesting habits? (3). Do
green frogs and bullfrogs have similar eating and nesting habits?
Problem 2

(1). Does Julian preter potatoes 0
best~ (3). Does he prefer potatoes
Problem 5

Text

Text

Susie and Frank live in Barrington. They are 14 years old, and the school they go
to is Linton College. They enjoy reading, and Frank also likes to play basketball.
Susie's motller is a photographer. Frank's father is an optician. [n summer, they
both go to Scotland.

Most appropriate diagram: no diagram
Questions

Mary wants to go for a swim toda
After her swim she goes first to eh

has lunch. But before having lund
after lunch. Then she goes home.

Most appropriate diagram: linear ord
Questions

(1). Howald are Susie and Frank~ (2). What is Susie's mother doing tor a living~
(3). Where do they go to in the summer?

( I). What does Mary do after lune
(3). What does she do between g(

Problem 3

Problem 6

Text

Text

On the taraway planer of Urx, living beings are called pings. There are two kinds
of pings: spotted pings and striped pings. There arc also n...o kinds of sported

Louisville is a small town. Facin!
right side of the flower shop, (her

----_.__.__._._-_ ___
.. ..
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pin!!s: bll~hing, f'il1g~ ,mel (t"I'ing pin~~, Among the srnl'cd pings, therc .lrl' rill'
Iwi,\ ()ne~ .111d (he ljllicr DI1C~, Tlf' is .\ Cr\'lllg ping

Most opproprlore diagram: hierarchical cree
Questions
( I ), Arc 1.1lIghlllg pillg~ sl,once! tIl' ,rripcd~ (2 i, Arc (he quiet pings spOiled
.,rnpcd: (::I), Is Ttp sport<:d or srflpl'd~

(If

Problem 4

Text
}uli.lll Iike~ Ilo(\dk'~ best, s.\I.\d nOt .1l .111, .mel Frelldl fries .1 little bit, Hc lik.es
'\Pples more rh.1I1 S.11.1d, but french fril's l110rc th.m .1pplcs. He Itkes ricc sl'(ond
best. He likes pOLHOCS less rhJl1 Frem:h Irll:s, bur more eh,lll .1ppks. He likes
CornflJkes .1ne! lri.spies Il's.~ (h.m .ll'ples but morc rh;lll s.\I.\(L

Most appropriate diagram: linear ordering
Questions
( I ). Docs Juli.Hl prdi::r p()l'.Hoe~ or rrellch fries? (2). Wh.H does lK like secolld
best? ( 3), Docs he preteI' pO(;lrOl:S or crispies>
Problem 5

Text
.\t.lr~f 1\'Jllt~ ro go !{)f.\ ~\rill1 roJ.II', Bd()rc she dOl'S, hO\\'t'wr, she buys J book,
:\ticr her $'\ illl ~hc goes first to rhe l).lirdrc~~t'r's, rhcll shoppill~, After dut, ~he
h,\s lunch. Bur before h,\\'ing lundl, she (,lI1S her g:irlfi'iend, \\'hom she \\"lIl11cct
,\Itcr IUllch. Then she gocs home,

Most appropriate diagram: linear ordering
Questions

( l ), Wh.\[ does l\Llry do .\ftn IUIK))) (2), \Vh.H dnes .,he do nrsl' ,lIkr her swim?
i.i}, \Vh.u docs she do bctwt:cn going ro the h,lirdrrsscr\ .111..1 ell/illl! her /i'iclld>
Problem 6

Text
I.ouis\'ilk is .1 sm.111 r()\\'I1, ~,\(ing thc church. there 1\ .\ Ho\\'cr "Imp, 011 rhe
n~l1t side (,frhl' f11)\\'Cr ~llIlP, tllL'l'c is.1 slll'cl'I1l.\rkcr, ()I'positc the supcrm,lrkcr,

I
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beside the church, there is a school. On the right side of the school, there is a
drugstore. Bt:side the drugstore, there is a hairdresser. On the right side of the
supermarker, there lS a playground.

Most appropriate diagram: map

Students' avail:

Problem 9

Text
In nature, there are very complic
for instance, Dasings eat Tindals
Dasings. Falrings eat Rondas. Poc

Questions
( 1). \Vhat is on the right side of the drugstore? (2). What is on the right side of
the flower shop? (3). What is opposite the playground?

Problem 7

Text
The teacher of a fourth-grade class asks her students what hobbies they have.
All the children in her class have ditTerent names, but some children have several
hobbies. Anne says that she likes swimming; Monica likes to collect shells, and
Susan and Hannah like to read. Susan also likes to colleee shells, and Fanny says
that she, too, likes to collect shells. Alicia says thar she likes to read; and Gerald
likes swimming. Alicia and Susan also like swimming.

Most appropriate diagrom: two-dimensional representation

Most appropriate diagram: two-dimel

Questions
(1). What do Dasingseat? (2). vvt
by r.he largest number of other an.
Problem 10

Text
Susie always gets a birthday parce
her grandmother for some clothes
her blue or green or red or yellm
a sweater. The sweater will also bi
that she will get either a red sweat,
blue sweater or a yellow sweater aJ
combinations.

Questions
(l ). 'Which act.ivity docs Hanna like? (2). Does Fanny like swimming? (3). Which
child has the Jargtst number of activities?

Most appropriate diagram: Cartesian
representation

Questions
Problem B

Text
On the island of Mobumbi, there are only three towns. Onc town is called Adi,
onc is called Bedi and one is called Cedi. All the roads from Adi to Cedi run
through Bedi. There arc only four roads from Adi to Bedi and only three roads
from Bedi to Cedi.

Most appropriate diagram: Cartesian product in a two-dimensional representation

Questions
(1). How mallY roads arc there tram Adi to Bedi? (2). How many roads arc
there from Bedi to Cedi? (3). How many roads are there from Adi to Cedi?

( 1). What docs Susie get from her!
well with green trouse rs? (3). Hoy
swearers arc there?
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Problem 9

Text
In natme, there arc very compliclted food chains. In the jungle of M uzumbi,
tor instance, Dasings cat Tind.lls .lnd Sandis. Tind"ls cat rondos. Godas eat
Dasings. Faltings eat Rondas. Pondm arc eaten by Sandis and by Rondas.

Most appropriate diagram; two-dimensional representation
Questions
(1). What do Dasil1gs cat? (2). What do Faltings eat? (3). Which animal is eaten
by the largest number of other animals?
Problem 10

Text
Susie always gets .l birthday parcd from her grandmmhcr. This year, she asked
her grandmother tClr some cloches. She supposes that her grandmother will buy
her blue or green or red or ycllO\v trousers. In addition, she will probably get
a sweater. The sweater will also be blue or green or red or ydlow. Susie hopes
that she will get either .\ red sweater and green trousers or yeUmv trousers and a
blue sweater or a yellow sweater and yellow tromers, telr those Jrc her favourite
combinations.

Most appropriate diagram: Cartesian product in a cwo-dimensional
representation

Questions
(1). What does Susie get from her grandmother! (2). What docs Susie think goes
well with green trousers? (3). How many possible combinations of trousers and
sweaters are there?
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